
The World’s Most  
Trusted Pool  
Finishes®



A reputation  
for beauty, 
durability and 
support

Finish Shown on Cover: PebbleTec, Tropical Breeze

Finish Shown Left: PebbleSheen, Ocean Blue

Since 1987, Pebble Technology International 
has been a driving force in the transformation 
of the pool building and remodeling industry. 
PebbleTec maintains its leading position 
with an unwavering dedication to product 
beauty and durability, as well as outstanding 
customer support.* We work only with 
select builders and PebbleTec Authorized 
Applicators, and we never compromise on 
quality. With over 30 years of this kind of 
history, it is no surprise that the brand is 
recognized by so many. 
 
Offered today in 6 distinctive textures, our 
aggregate pool finishes allow you to achieve 
a wide range of water colors. For the perfect 
finishing touch, consider adding a stunning 
waterline, featuring Lightstreams® handcrafted 
glass tile – or choose an artisan, PebbleTec  
Fire & Water element. With PebbleTec 
products, you can create the outdoor  
space of your dreams.
 
*Source: Stax Consumer Study, 2021
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Find your perfect pool finish in 3 easy steps:
Pools are often the central jewel of an outdoor space, each 
one uniquely beautiful. But when it comes to choosing a finish 
texture, water color and extra features for a pool, we know 
that everyone has their own ideals in mind. That’s why we 
offer a wide variety of choices. 

Choose your ideal finish texture.

All of our pool finishes are comfortable to the 
touch and easy on feet and hands. However, if 
you prefer a natural look with refined texture, 
try our most popular finish, PebbleSheen®. 
For maximum comfort, consider our smooth 
PebbleFina® or PebbleBreeze® finishes.

1. Add dramatic features to create the 
backyard of your dreams.

Complement your pool finish with luxurious Lightstreams 
handcrafted glass tile for your waterline. Complete the  
look with our artisan Fire & Water features.

3.Select your favorite water color.

Once you’ve chosen a finish texture, find the 
perfect water color for your pool. Options  
range from icy blues to deep  
blues, greens, teals, grays, 
and more.

2.

To view pool photos for each finish, visit our Pool Scape Design Tool at pebbletec.com/inspiration.Finish Texture Guide
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Finish Shown Below: 
 PebbleEssence, Atlantic

Natural look and feel Refined texture / natural look  Refined texture with smooth beads Refined texture with more sparkle Smoother texture Ultra-smooth polished texture



Our ORIGINAL aggregate pool 
finish delivers enduring elegance 
and durability. It is a perfect 
choice for those desiring a more 
natural look for their pool or spa. 

n	This earthy textured finish is  
 comprised of the largest  
 pebbles in our product line. 

n	Further enhance your finish  
 by adding Shimmering  
 Sea       and Luminous        .

Finish Shown Below:  
PebbleTec, Midnight Blue

Finish Shown Above: 
PebbleSheen, Aqua Blue

N A T U R A L  L O O K  A N D  F E E L

R E F I N E D  T E X T U R E / N A T U R A L  L O O K

Scan QR  
code to view  
pool photos 
and more.

Our most popular pool finish offers 
the same natural beauty and inherent 
qualities as our original PebbleTec 
pool finish, but with a more  
refined texture. 

n	PebbleSheen uses slightly smaller  
 pebbles than those found in  
 the PebbleTec finish – for a  
 smoother touch.

n	Certain colors incorporate  
 Shimmering Sea       for  
 added elegance.

n	Further enhance any finish by  
 adding Shimmering Sea        
 and Luminous        .

Scan QR  
code to view  
pool photos 
and more.
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Tahoe Blue

Black Marble

Caribbean Blue

Midnight Blue

Moonlight Grey White Pearl Soft White

Tropical Breeze

Creme de Menthe

Blue Wave

Sky Blue

Black Pearl

JadeBlue Lagoon Sandy Beach

Emerald Bay

Black Onyx

Slate Blue

Bordeaux

French Grey

Ocean Blue

Blue Granite

Desert Gold

White Diamonds

Prism Blue

Aqua Blue

Irish Mist

Arctic White

Turtle Bay

Blue Surf

Seafoam Green

Cool Blue



This premium finish features smooth glass beads 
and pebble aggregate, delivering a uniquely 
brilliant water color and extra sparkle. 

n	This distinctive blend offers long-lasting 
 durability with a lavish texture. 

n	Proprietary additives deliver a uniform  
 composition and vivid color.

n	All colors incorporate Shimmering  
 Sea       for added elegance.

Majestic Sound Deep Cove

Clearwater Shoreline

Crystal Harbor Sparkling Water

Tropicana

Oasis

Aqua Falls

Vivid Shores  Glacier Bay

R E F I N E D  T E X T U R E  W I T H  S M O O T H  B E A D S

Scan QR  
code to view  
pool photos 
and more.
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Atlantic Essence Aqua Essence

Pearl Essence Aegean Essence

Harbor Essence

In PebbleEssence, we offer the pebble size that’s in our 
popular PebbleSheen® finish, enhanced with smooth glass 
beads for extra water color radiance.

n	All PebbleEssence finishes include Shimmering Sea       
 for exquisite sparkle. 

n	Pebble Technology’s proprietary additive provides extra  
 durability and strength.

Finish Shown Below: PebbleEssence, Aegean Essence

R E F I N E D  T E X T U R E  W I T H  M O R E  S P A R K L E

Scan QR 
code to view  
pool photos 
and more.

Finish Shown Above: PebbleBrilliance, Majestic Sound



A unique blend of nature’s most brilliant minerals delivers 
sparkle and a reflective mirrored effect on the water’s 
surface. This enhancement is specially formulated for 
PebbleFina finishes.

This exclusive finish, made from our 
smallest natural pebbles, is enriched 
with additives that provide superior 
strength and durability over a 
traditional pool finish. 

n	This finish offers a velvety  
 smooth texture.

n	PebbleFina gives a tone-on- 
 tone effect with a subtle  
 pebble exposure. 

n	Our unique technology ensures  
 increased density for resistance  
 to etching caused by fluctuations  
 in water chemistry. 

n	Certain colors incorporate  
 Shimmering Sea       and  
 Stardust          for added 
 elegance and sparkle.

Finish Shown Below: PebbleFina, Cielo Blue

Steel Grey Grigio Acquos

Fresca Verde

Egyptian Sands

Cielo Blue ClassicoBella Blue

Fresh WaterGulf Shores
Our smoothest finish combines exceptional beauty 
with durability. Vibrant glass beads create captivating 
colors while the infusion of Shimmering Sea        
provides a mesmerizing sparkle. 

n	 Pebble Technology’s proprietary additive  
 and a chemically resistant base material  
 make PebbleBreeze more durable than  
 other polished finishes on the market.

n	 This silky smooth, non-slip finish feels both 
 soothing and secure.

Silver Sea

S M O O T H E R  T E X T U R E

U L T R A - S M O O T H ,  P O L I S H E D  T E X T U R E

Scan QR code to view  
pool photos and more.

Scan QR code to view  
pool photos and more.
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Finish Shown Above: PebbleBreeze, Fresh Water



Pool Finish Enhancements

This organic mix of abalone and mother-of-pearl shell offers a subtle 
spectrum of color on the water’s surface. Shimmering Sea is included in all 
PebbleBrilliance and PebbleEssence pool finishes. It can also be added to  
our other finishes, as desired.

This colorful and iridescent glass bead blend, 
when combined with a natural pool finish, 
gives a glistening effect in the water. Available 
in Blue, Emerald and Jade; shown here within  
a PebbleSheen (White Diamonds) finish. Blue Blend Emerald Blend Jade Blend

Finish Shown Above: PebbleBrilliance, Tropicana + Shimmering Sea 

Specifically designed for pools, 
Lightstreams hand-crafted glass tile  
is fast becoming the first choice of top 
designers and builders all over the world. 
It is the perfect complement for your 
premium PebbleTec pool finish.

n	Distinctive Artisan Look 
Each jewel-toned tile is created to be one-of-
a-kind, delivering clarity and visual complexity. 
(Reversible tiles provide unique color options with 
shimmering iridescence on one side and smooth, 
saturated solid colors on the other.)

n	Unmatched Durability 
Lightstreams tile is made to last, with permanent 
internal coloring and texturing. Each tile is  
crafted to resist breaking and twice-fired for 
maximum durability.

n	American Made
Lightstreams tile is made exclusively in the 
USA with the highest standards of American 
craftsmanship. This includes providing silky 
smooth tile edges to ensure safe and  
comfortable contact with bare skin.

n	Fast and Reliable Delivery 
Orders for 2” x 2” tile (up to 150 square feet) in  
the colors shown here will be shipped within  
14 business days. (For other colors/sizes not  
shown and for Jewel Inlays, lead times will be 
provided when the order is received.)

Place orders at orders.pebbletec.com  
or through your pool builder. 

Unforgettable 
Iridescence

Shown Above:
Renaissance II  
Collection – Royal Blue

*  Custom glass tile trim pieces are available in 
single bull-nose, corner bull-nose and 90-degree 
bent trim to coordinate with both tile collections.

Absolute White Absolute Black 

Intense Blue Peacock Royal Blue Turquoise 

Aqua Blue Aquamarine 

Renaissance II Collection 

Features the brilliance of rainbow, iridescent colors on one side and 
solid colors on the other (Available in 1”x1”, 1”x 2”, 2”x2” and 3”x3” sizes)* 

Obsidian SBBS Mix Silverado Steel Blue

Gold Iridescent V2 Collection

Brings the richness of gold-silver-bronze to your pool, with burnt-oxide 
iridescent colors on one side and saturated solid colors on the other  
(Available in 1”x1”, 1”x 2”, 2”x2” and 3”x3” sizes)*
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Jewel Inlays & Shell Beach Accent Tile

Provides a one-of-a-kind accent to your project. For more information and 
options, please visit pebbletec.com/lightstreams.

Finish Shown Below: PebbleSheen, Prism Blue

Scan QR  
code to view  
tile photos 
and more.



Create the ultimate ambiance for entertaining and 
relaxing at home with our exclusive line of fire and 
water features. From water bowls and scuppers to 
planters and fire pits, each element is artisan-crafted  
to provide exceptional beauty and durability. 

n	Available in a variety of natural stone and  
 copper finishes

n	Made with industry-leading safety technology 

n	Automated, remotely operated systems available

n	Backed by the unsurpassed support of Pebble  
 Technology International with a 1-year limited  
 residential warranty.

Make your backyard a resort destination with

Photo Left: Cast Stone Fire Pit, Honed Finish, Sienna 

Photo Below: Square Fire & Water Bowl, Hammered Copper

Get Inspired

The “World’s Greatest Pools” awards program showcases  
some of the most beautiful outdoor living environments.  
To view our full photo gallery, 
as well as our water color  
selection and design tools,  
visit pebbletec.com.  

Follow us on Facebook,  
Instagram and Pinterest.

Enjoy Peace of Mind

With our premium products and 
service, inspirational tools, warranty 
and trusted network of builders and 
authorized applicators, we strive 
to deliver the best. That’s peace of 
mind for you, as you create your  
own, beautiful indoor or outdoor oasis. 

Visit pebbletec.com

Q

Premium Products for Beauty and Durability
Pebble Technology International searches far and wide for 
the highest quality, naturally tumbled stones. We bring 
premium pebbles to you from riverbeds, quarries and 
shorelines around the world. Then, we use time-tested, 
multi-step screening processes to deliver the purest rocks 
available, as well as proprietary additives to enhance the 
durability of our naturally beautiful finishes.

Unparalleled Customer Support
PebbleTec is here for you. Our dedicated team of experts 
is quick to assist, whether you need help in selecting the 
right finish, finding a pool builder/authorized applicator or 
locating resources for ongoing pool maintenance.

Installations by Authorized Applicators
Each of our applicators has been hand-selected and put 
through a rigorous onboarding process to ensure that we 
work only with the most talented and skilled installation 
professionals. Only this exclusive network of applicators 
has the right to purchase and apply PTI finishes.

Dedicated Quality Control and R&D
We are proud of our industry-leading quality  
control technicians and R&D team. This team  
supports our authorized applicators with on-call  
installation and maintenance expertise, as well  
as ongoing product innovation.

The Most Comprehensive  
Protection Plan
We stand behind our products with the most 
comprehensive, trusted protection plan in the 
industry. This includes a full warranty, intensive 
start-up and maintenance procedures and more – 
all designed to preserve the beauty and durability 
of your pool finish.
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Don’t settle for anything less  
than a Five Star Finish

Scan QR code to view photos and more.



US Headquarters
8435 N. 90th St., Suite 6
Scottsdale, AZ 85258
800.937.5058

Connect with us at
pebbletec.com.

Water color and finish samples displayed in print and digital photography may 
differ from actual results due to factors including, but not limited to, printing 
processes, lighting conditions, surrounding deck material, landscaping 
and pool depth, as well as expected variation with the use of natural stone 
products. © 2022 Pebble Technology International.      LIT_002_07.22


